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Abstract: Nowadays, there is a dramatic upsurge in the use of renewable energy resources, ICT
and digitalization that requires more than the straightforward refinements of an established power
system structure. New solutions are required to perform dynamic optimizations in real time, closed
loops and so on, taking into account the high requirements on data privacy and cyber security.
The LINK-paradigm was designed to meet these requirements. It was developed on the basis
of the bottom-up method that can lead to misinterpretations or wrong conclusions. This work
mainly deals with the verification of the authenticity and correctness of LINK. Fractal analysis is
used to identify the unique and independent elements of smart grids required for the design of an
architectural paradigm. The signature of the fractal structure, the so-called fractal pattern, is founded
and referred to as electrical appliances (ElA). The latter has proven to be the key component of the
architectural LINK paradigm. The definition of the LINK paradigm is finally validated: It consists
of unique and independent elements that avoid misinterpretation or the need for any changes
in its definition. Additionally, the fractal analysis indicates two fractal anomalies in the existing
power system structure, while the fractal dimension calculation insinuates the highest complexity
in the fractal level of electrical devices. The LINK-based holistic architecture is given a finishing
touch. A compact presentation of the control chain strategy is provided that should facilitate its
practical implementation. The basis for the harmonization of the market structure with the grid link
arrangements is established. The processes of demand response and conservation voltage reduction
are presented under the new findings.

Keywords: holistic power system architecture; smart grid; fractal design; fractal grid; LINK-paradigm;
market design; local electricity market

1. Introduction

In the last 15 years many papers and books developed to investigate and design smart grids have
been written. For the most part, concepts are introduced and various models are developed that lead
to extremely ramified and complex schemas. Various projects are focused on certain parts of power
systems without considering the integrity of smart grids. As a result, all efforts remain to the level of
prototypes or isolated model regions.

So, what is the problem? “An extremely diverse and complex topic” is the answer. “... Each time
we get into this logjam of too much trouble, too many problems, it is because the methods that we are
using are just like the ones we have used before . . . ” teaches us Richard Feynman, the greatest [1]. This
means the problem may be in is in the origin, in the definitions of the circulating smart grid concepts.
Without elaborate concepts or paradigms characterized by unique and independent elements, serious
design flaws and unclear operating procedures may result [2].
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1.1. Literature Review on the Popular Concepts of Smart Grids

The traditional structure of power systems became questionable at the beginning of the
liberalization; the market rules overcome the technical. Several blackouts and electricity crises
were the consequence [3]. After the blackout that plagued the United States and Canada, on August
14th 2003, the term “smart grid” was introduced. It was mostly related to the increase of the transmission
capacity and level of automation in the grid [4]. The electricity crisis in California (2000–2001) gave
the rise of distributed generation (DG) a major boost [5]. The installation of the small photo voltaic
(PV) plants on house roofs transformed consumers during the day into electricity producers. A new
category of customers appeared: The prosumers. The meaning of the term smart grids have evolved
and now stands for the modernization of power systems and meeting all the requirements of the
time. According to [6], the scope of smart grids covers the entire power system (high, medium and
low voltage level, HV, MV and LV, respectively) right down to the individual electrical appliances in
customer plants (CP).

The need to design smart grids has brought onstage various smart grid concepts: Virtual power
plants (VPP), microgrids, cellular approach (CA), web of cells (WoC).

The VPP concept as an aggregation of a number of distributed generators (DG) was first introduced
in 2001 [7,8] to enable their participation in the electricity market. It soon turned out that an adaptation
was necessary to take into account the voltage and frequency performance [9]. VPP optimization
focuses on internal energy dispatch and external market participation [10]. The definition of VPP,
in particular its technical aspect, continues to be in discussion [11–14]. The basic cell controller
architecture [15] uses the VPP concepts. It has a layered control hierarchy that uses distributed agent
technology. It defines three control modules: Local, regional and enterprise, requiring a tremendous
amount of data to be exchanged between its modules [16]. Market researches focus on details of how
they function, such as the development of different participation models in the balancing market [17]
or the provision of secure market products [18], but not on the harmonization of the market structure
with the power grid architecture.

Microgrids were developed with a focus on the technical issues of DG integration [19,20]. They lead
to very complex architectures, setting the microgrids, nanogrids, etc., according to the Matryoshka-doll
principle [21]. The detailed definition of microgrids is still under discussion in technical forums [22].
It focuses on distribution level and includes non-unique and undefined elements. “Load” is an
important component of the microgrid definition that according to [23] has an ambiguous meaning.
It can present the consumption of a device, a part of the grid or the total active and/or reactive power
consumed by all devices of the power system. The scope of “the host power system” is undefined.
All this complicates the definition of the size of microgrids and consequently the design of clear
and standardized structures. The lack of a definitive definition gives to any project or initiative the
opportunity to adapt the basic definition to their specific needs and develop individual processes.
The latter cannot guarantee financial revenue streams, cannot be reliably audited, impedes pooling
of multiple microgrid projects into a financial asset class and does not allow for wide-spread and
attractive microgrid and distributed energy resource project deployment, [24].

CA can be seen as an attempt to further develop the microgrid concept taking into account
the distribution and transmission grid. It is a self-controlled small microgrid, which is integrated
with a modular smart grid ICT infrastructure [25]. The CA-architecture is based on five different
energy cell types: Residential, commercial and industrial-plant, -area and –park. The distribution
grid is considered through “connection corridors” while the transmission grid through “transmission
corridors” [26,27].

WoC is the latest concept introduced into the landscape of the smart grid concepts. The cell
definition has evolved very dynamically in a short time [28–32], is generic and does not appear unique
in the literature [31,32]. In the cell-based decentralized control framework WoC, cells are defined
as “non-overlapping topological subsets of a power system associated with a scale-independent
operational responsibility” [31] without specifying the criteria for the practical definition of its size.
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The design of market structure is handled separately, not in combination with the technical architecture
to enable their harmonization [32–34]. There are also attempts to design the architecture of smart grids
without using a particular concept [35,36].

As a result all architectures based on the VPP, microgrids or their combinations with VPP, CA
and WoC are very complex and hardly practicable. The harmonization of the technical smart grid
architectures with the market structures does not seem to be in focus yet.

An ultra-large scale comprehensive control framework is needed to avoid the growing and
unmanageable patchwork of grid implementations that are not sustainable on a large scale [37].
LINK-paradigm enables the holistic consideration of the power system (HV, MV and LV levels) and
CP [38] and of the market [39]. However, it was developed on the basis of the bottom-up method
that can lead to misinterpretations or wrong conclusions. The goal of this paper is the verification of
the authenticity and correctness of LINK. The identification of unique and independent construction
elements of smart grids is done using fractality principles.

1.2. Literature Review on the Use of Fractal Analysis in Smart Grids

In the past few years, fractality is increasingly being used to describe complex structures in
nature [40]. It has recently been considered as a useful tool for analyzing, understanding and designing
smart grids. According to [41] the scale-invariant properties of power grids are due to their design.
Self-similarity is already identified in load flow characteristics [42,43], power demand behaviour [44],
fault diagnostics [45,46], and protective relays [47,48]. Similarities have also been discovered in
blackouts of interconnected power grids and their sub grids [49]. Fractal principles have been studied
in grid structures and fractal dimensions have been calculated for different grids [50,51] to develop a
cluster power system philosophy with cluster network structure [52,53]. Other authors have organized
a smart grid based on a fractal model and have associated it with the holonic concept and holarchy [54].
Others consider fractals as an instrument that facilitates the realization of smart grids in a decentralized
fashion [55]. However, the identification of a fractal pattern describing smart grids in its entirety has
not yet been a research focus.

Section 2 gives an overview of the methodology used in this work. The in-depth investigation
of the fractality features throughout the smart grid structure, including the calculation of fractal
dimension, is presented in Section 3.1. The identified signature of the fractal structure, the so-called
fractal pattern, in smart grids constitutes the foundation of the LINK-paradigm and of the holistic
model, described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the holistic architecture and some applications of
the LINK-solution, including a compact presentation of the control chain strategy and some applications
as the harmonization of the technical architecture with the market structure, demand response, etc.
Finally, some concluding remarks are summarized.

2. Methodology

Figure 1 shows the methodology used to design the smart grid architecture. In the first phase
a superordinate connection between some well-known operation processes as “volt/var control in
medium voltage grids” was established and the holistic technical model was predicted [38]. According
to the prediction, the holistic technical model should include the entire power system, i.e., high,
medium and low voltage levels and the customer plants. The bottom-up or induction method was
initially used to derive the paradigm of smart grids “LINK” and the corresponding holistic architecture.
The latter have shown the fractality feature of similar structural details.

The definition of the architectural paradigm of smart grids should be clear and contain
unambiguous elements so that experts or users cannot make different interpretations [2]. Since
misinterpretations or wrong decisions are preprogrammed in the bottom-up method, the top-down
or the deduction method is used to verify the authenticity of the paradigm LINK and to exclude
any suspicion or misinterpretation. After a detailed analysis, the fractal pattern of smart grids is
revealed. The architectural LINK-paradigm is confirmed: Among others, it consists of the fractal
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pattern. Thereafter, the holistic technical and market model and the LINK-based holistic architecture
have been given a finishing touch. The new architecture enables the description and realization of all
processes required for the operation of smart grids, such as demand response, load/generation balance
and so on.
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3. Results

3.1. Fractality in Smart Grids

Fractals are constructs characterized by a cascade of similar structural details that appear on all
levels [40]. The cascade is never-ending in theoretical mathematical cases. However, in our study,
we are restricted to an ending cascade starting with the highest voltage level and ending with the
customer device level, as shown in Table 1. This means that we consider the power system holistically,
regardless of the voltage levels, equipment sizes and technologies used.

Table 1. The fractal structure of smart grids based on different fractal levels.

Fractal Level
Grid Active Power Appliances

Wire Transformers Reactive Power
Devices

Appliances that Mainly
Produce, Consume or

Store Active Power

Level 1. → HV_ElA Very long Very large Very large Very large
Level 2. →MV_ElA Long Large Large Large
Level 3. → LV_ElA Short Medium Medium Medium
Level 4. → CP_ElA Very short Small? Small Small

Level 5. → Dev_ElA Tiny Tiny Tiny Tiny

3.1.1. Fractal Pattern

The fractal of the entire power system (including the customer devices sporadically connected to
the mains) is conceived as five fractal levels shown in Table 1. To effectively meet the ever-increasing
demand for electricity, power engineers have designed and developed power systems based on different
voltage levels. The electrical appliances connected in each of the three voltage levels, high, medium
and low (HV, MV and LV, respectively) grids, are contained in fractal levels 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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The electrical appliances connected in the CP grid correspond to level 4. Level 5 takes into account
all internal elements of the electrical devices that are connected by wires/conducting media. Power
system appliances are categorized in two groups: The grid itself and active power appliances (APAs).

The grid is a construction that provides the connections amongst the points of power production
and consumption. The relevant grid elements are wires, transformers and reactive power devices
(RPDs) [56]. It is a fact that power, whether using alternating or direct current, needs wires to conduct
it from the point of production to one of consumption. Thus, conductors are present in all fractal levels.
In level 1, the high voltage level, they are called lines, while in the medium and low voltage levels,
levels 2 and 3, they are more commonly referred to as feeders. High voltage lines are the longest,
ranging from 100 to 2000 km. The world’s longest power transmission line is the 600 kV direct current
Rio Madeira transmission link in Brazil [57], with a length of 2385 km. Feeders in medium voltage
grids are long, ranging from a few km to 70 km, while in low voltage grids they are short and range
between several tens of meters and two kilometers. The CPs included in level 4 have short wires
installed in building walls. They range between a few to several tens of meters.

Electrical devices connected to the customer plant grid have internal small/tiny wires that range
from a few to several tens of centimeters. Thus, as the fractal level increases, the wire length decreases.
The same trend also characterizes the wire diameters. The wire length and diameter repeatedly become
smaller in the branches from level 1 upwards. Thus, wires are constructs that repeat themselves at
progressively smaller scales.

The use of different voltage levels in the power system design dictated the introduction of
transformers as connecting elements. Very large, large and medium sized transformers are used in
HV, MV and LV (or fractal levels 1, 2 and 3), respectively. Transformers do not exist at the CP level,
the gray elements in Table 1. Thus, the fractal structure presented in Table 1 shows a design anomaly
in level 4. This anomaly may indicate further optimization potential of the power system structure.
In the past, losses were one of the key optimization criteria in the power system design process. Only
in the 1970s was it discovered that supplying a load using lower voltages reduces demand and energy
consumption [58]. Since then, many studies based on conservation voltage reduction (CVR) have been
conducted to assess the effectiveness of the implementation [59]. The current CVR implementation is
based on controlling the voltage through distribution grids. Apart from the fact that its implementation
in wide areas carries the risk of exposing some customers to unacceptable under-voltage conditions,
the radial structures in distribution grids are subject to decreasing voltage profiles. The latter means
that not all customers can be supplied with the lowest permitted voltage. This can be solved by
installing 1:1 transformers with voltage control ability at the CP level, as indicated in the fractal
structure given in Table 1. Their adjustment can guarantee the end customer’s supply with the lowest
possible voltage, thus ensuring maximum load reduction and energy savings. Additionally, this may
lead to the liberalization of the voltage limits in super-ordinate grids, which in turn would make
operation of the entire power system more efficient. However, basic economic studies are needed to
substantiate this hypothesis. Tiny transformers exist in several customer devices (level 5). As in the
wires case, the transformer size decreases with voltage level, meaning that it decreases with increasing
fractal level. Transformers are thus constructs that repeat themselves at progressively smaller scales.

RPDs are mainly locally controlled (LC). They are widely used in the high and medium voltage
grids to control the voltage. Very large and large sized RPDs are used in HV and MV (fractal levels 1
and 2), respectively. RPDs are not present in the LV level. The fractal structure presented in Table 1
thus shows a design anomaly in level 3, the gray element. In contrast, in level 4, the table is already
filled, because with the integration of rooftop PVs, associated inverters are used to support the voltage
control in low voltage grids by providing reactive power (almost purely inductive) [60]. Studies have
shown that the use of customers’ own devices to control the voltage on low voltage grids is technically
not effective [61,62] and can lead to social problems [63]. The use of distribution system operators’
(DSOs) reactive power sinks to control the voltage in LV grids is found to be more effective [61]. Thus,
level 3 of the fractal structure table can be filled by DSOs and customer inverters should be used only
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to compensate for their reactive power requirements [62]. Tiny RPDs exist in several customer devices
(level 5). The RPD size follows the same trend as discussed above; it decreases with increasing fractal
level. RPDs are constructs that repeat themselves at progressively smaller scales.

APAs are appliances that mainly produce, consume or store active power (rotating machines,
photo voltaic, batteries, etc.). Very large sized APAs present in hydro, nuclear, etc., power plants as well
as in pumped hydro power plants (storage) are connected to HV grids (level 1). With the emergence of
distributed energy resources, large, medium and small sized APAs are already connected in MV and
LV grids and in CPs (levels 2, 3 and 4), respectively. Moreover, several devices such as computers have
tiny APAs in the form of batteries (level 5). The column of APAs in Table 1 is completely filled. The
APA size follows the same trend as discussed above; it decreases with increasing fractal level. Thus,
APAs are constructs that repeat themselves at progressively smaller scales.

As a result, although very heterogeneous, the construction of smart grids is self-similar. Figure 2
shows its fractal pattern. Both groups of self-similar constructs (grid and APA) are figuratively wrapped
in an ellipse, see Figure 2a.

By definition, the fractal pattern of the power system consists of electrical appliances (ElA)
designed for a pre-defined level.

Each ElA-ellipse denotes a separate chain link. It includes the grid of a specific level and all APAs
connected to it. Figure 2b illustrates ElA in different levels: HV-ElA, MV-ElA, LV-ElA, CP-ElA and
Dev-ElA for levels 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Figure 2c magnifies the CP- and Dev-ElA patterns.
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3.1.2. Fractal-Set of Smart Grids

From the bird’s-eye view, all identified fractal levels are in the same territory, T. The overall pattern
of level 1, HV-ElA, spreads over the entire T of a country or of a part of it, Figure 3. The patterns of the
higher fractal levels propagate in smaller areas of the same territory T, repeating themselves many
times. The repeating number of patterns in different fractal levels is derived from the relationship
between different zones of power systems in real conditions and the number of appliances comprised
in each of them. Table 2 shows a structural overview of the power system in real conditions and of
its fractal.

Since the MV and LV grids have radial structures, the number of MV and LV zones are defined by
the number of suppling substations (HV/MV) and distribution transformers (MV/LV), respectively.

A real European power system, operated by one transmission system operation (TSO), have about
300 supplying and 100,000 distribution substations to supply about 4 million customer plants.
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Table 2. The fractal structure of smart grids based on different fractal levels.

Entire real Power System Scaling Factors Fractal of the Entire Power System

Zone No. of Zones No. of ElAs Fractal Level

HV 1 1 1 Level 1HV

MV (Suppl. Substations) 300 50 6 Level 2MV

LV (Distr. Substations) 100,000 5,555.56 18 Level 3LV

CP (Customers) 4,000,000 55,555.56 72 Level 4CP

Dev. (Elec. Devices) 40,000,000 55,555.56 720 Level 5Dev

It is assumed that each distribution substation supplies on average about 40 customer plants [64].
Additionally, it is assumed that in each customer plant exists on average for ten electrical devices.
Figure 4a shows a graphical overview of the structure of smart grids. The graph increases exponentially
as the number of customer plants, 4 million, increases drastically compared to the number of the HV
zones, that is one. Thus, the fractal set cannot be assembled using only one scaling factor, because
the number of zones in different levels is very different. In Table 2 are shown the different scaling
factors used to define the number of ElAs for each fractal level and the derived numbers of ElAs
used. The scaling factor for level 1 is set to one, while for levels 2 and 3 they are set to 50 and 5,555.56,
respectively. The same scaling factor of 55,555.56 is used for levels 4 and 5 because the number of zones
included in them differs only by a factor of ten. Figure 4b shows a graphical overview of the structure
of the fractal set. The graph behaves similarly to the one of the power system in real conditions,
Figure 4a. Using this approach, each of the six MV-ElAs touches the single HV-ElA at one point and
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The same principle is used to add the ten Dev-ElAs into every CP-ElA, Figure 8. The fractal
pattern ElA of different levels is assembled in a common fractal set; a link chain fractal limited to
five interlinks.
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The significance of the fractal set of smart grids is verified by the calculation of the fractal
dimension. It contains information about the geometrical structure at multiple scales reflecting the
complexity of the fractal set: The greater the complexity, the larger the fractal dimension.

3.1.3. Fractal-Dimension

Fractals can be characterized by the fractal dimension D. For a fractal located in a bi-dimensional
space, D is larger than 1 and less than 2,

1 < D < 2. (1)

The larger D, the greater the fractal complexity.
D is calculated using the box-counting method, which is based on the counting of boxes (of side

length (s) occupied by the fractal. The number of occupied boxes, N, increases by making the grid finer
(s→ 0). D is estimated as the exponent of a power low as follows:

D = lim
s→0

log N(s)

log
(

1
s

) (2)

The software Fractalyse 2.4 [65] is used to calculate the fractal dimension of the entire power
system, customer plants and electrical devices. The fractal dimension is obtained by using a logarithmic
linear regression to fulfil the following objective function

log N(s) = D· log
(1

s

)
+ C, (3)

where C is the equation constant.
Figure 9 shows the separate fractal sets of smart grids in different levels. While the logarithm

diagram for measuring D of each level is shown in Figure 10. The segments’ slope increases steadily
with increasing fractal level. Figure 11 shows the fractal dimension D for different separate fractal
levels. D increases from 1184 for level 1 (HV) to 1272 and 1308 for the levels 2 and 3 (MV and LV),
respectively. The D-increase from level 1 to level 2 is significant (∆DL1→L2 = 0.088), which means that
the complexity of smart grids at MV level increases dramatically compared to the HV level. Another
significant D-increase, even bigger than the previous one, is observed between levels 3 (LV) and 4 (CP),
(∆DL3→L4 = 0.108). The complexity of smart grids at the CP level increases considerably compared to
the LV level. The slope of the trend line of levels 4 and 5 (dashed line) is clearly bigger than in the case
of the trend line for levels 2 and 3 (dotted line), 0.156 and 0.0347, respectively.
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The increase in complexity at the level of electrical device compared to the customer plant is
stronger than that between the LV and MV levels.

Usually, the resources required to develop and purchase the different parts of a complex system
are proportional to their complexity. The fractal dimension analysis indicates that, to realize smart
grids, the highest global resources should be provided for the development and purchase of electrical
devices, followed by a continuous reduction in resources for CPs, LV and MV up to the lowest resource
allocation for the HV level.
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3.2. LINK-Paradigm and the Associated Holistic Model

The realization of smart grids is related to a growing demand for more sensors, more
communication, more computation and more control [66]; these represent an ever-growing cornucopia
of new technologies [67,68]. Therefore, the ElA fractal pattern is combined with control schemes and
interfaces to create the smart grid paradigm, Figure 12.
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By definition, the LINK-paradigm is a set of one or more ElAs, i.e., a grid part, storage device or a
producer device, the controlling schema and the interface.

The LINK-paradigm is used as an instrument to design a LINK-based holistic architecture.
It facilitates modelling of the entire power system from high to low voltage levels, including CPs and
includes the description of all power system operation processes such as load-generation balance,
voltage assessment, dynamic security, price and emergency driven demand response, etc. [69].
The LINK-paradigm is the fundament of the holistic, technical and market-related model of smart
power systems with large distributed energy resource (DER) shares. Figure 13a shows the technical
holistic model (the “energy supply chain net”), which extends to fractal level 4. It illustrates the links’
compositions and their relative position in space, both horizontally and vertically. In the horizontal axis,
the interconnected high voltage grids (HVGs) are arranged. They are actually owned and operated by
TSOs. The medium and low voltage grids (MVGs and LVGs, respectively) and the customer plant
grids (CPGs) are arranged on the vertical axis. MVGs and LVGs are actually owned and operated by
the DSOs, while CPGs are operated by customers.
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By definition, an “energy supply chain net” is a set of automated power grids intended for
chain links (abbreviated as links), which fit into one another to establish a flexible and reliable
electrical connection. Each individual link or link bundle operates autonomously and has contractual
arrangements with other relevant boundary links or link bundles [70].

The holistic model associated with the energy market is derived from the technical holistic model,
the “energy supply chain net”, as shown in Figure 13b. The whole energy market consists of coupled
market areas (balancing groups) at the horizontal and vertical axes. TSOs operate on the horizontal
axis of the holistic market model, while DSOs operate on the vertical. Based on this model, not only
TSOs but also DSOs will communicate directly with the whole market to ensure a congestion-free
distribution grid operation and to take over the task of load-production balance. The owner of the
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distributed energy resources as well as the prosumers (producers and consumers of electricity) may
participate directly in the market or may do so via aggregators or local energy communities (LECs) [71].
The creation of the local retail markets (LRM) attracts the demand response bids and stimulates
investment in the LEC areas (see Section 3.3.2).

3.3. LINK-Based Holistic Architecture

When the structure of electricity supply changes radically because of many DG units, each with
the possibility of interfering with the system operation at all voltage levels, then a new architecture is
needed to utilize this added flexibility so that power system operation can remain reliable. The new
operational architecture of power systems should guarantee that it performs as expected by unifying
their whole structure and by systematizing the execution of operational tasks. The basis for the design
of the LINK-based holistic architecture is in its definition [39,72]:

Definition: A holistic power system architecture is an architecture in which all relevant components
of the power system are merged into one single structure. These components could consist of the
following: Electricity producer (regardless of technology or size, e.g., large power plants, DGs, etc.);
electricity storage (regardless of technology or size, e.g., pumped power plants, batteries, etc.); electricity
grid (regardless of voltage level, e.g., high, medium and low voltage grids); customer plants and
electricity market.

Fleshing out the holistic model into a schematic holistic architecture requires specification of the
main independent architecture elements, Figure 14. There exist three independent main power system
components, i.e., producer, storage and grid, which are the three basic elements of the architecture and
create the basis for the definition of the architecture elements. They are defined as follows:

1. Producer link is a composition of an electricity production facility, be it a generator, photovoltaic,
etc., its primary control (PC) or the producer interface. Primary control refers to control actions
that are done locally (device level) based on predefined set-points. The actual values are measured
locally and deviations from the set-points results in a signal that influences the valves, excitation
current, transformer steps, etc. in a primary-controlled power plant, transformer, etc., such that
the desired power is delivered or the desired voltage is reached;

2. Storage link is a composition of a storage facility, be it the generator of a pump power plant,
batteries, etc., its PC and the storage interface;

3. Grid link is a composition of a grid part, called a link grid, with the corresponding secondary
control (SC) and link interfaces. SC refers to control actions that are calculated based on the
grid link control area. It fulfils a predefined objective function by respecting the dynamic grid
constraints on the grid link boundaries and the static constraints of electrical appliances (PQ
diagrams of generators, transformer rating, etc.). Dynamic grid constraints are the reactive and
active power exchange on the grid link boundaries that are agreed from the corresponding grid
link operators [73]. The grid link contains SCs for both major entities of power systems—frequency
and voltage. The SC algorithm fulfils technical issues and calculates the set points by respecting
the dynamic constraints, which are necessary for stable and reliable operation. The link grid size
is variable and is defined from the area where the secondary control is set up. Thus, a link grid
may apply to a customer plant or even to a large high voltage grid area.

To overcome data privacy and cyber security challenges, a distributed LINK-based holistic
architecture is chosen [38]. Its key principle is to prohibit access to all resources by default, allowing
access only to a minimum of data. Each link has its own operator. Based on the architecture elements,
operators can be classified into three types:

(1) The producer link operator operates each power plant regardless of technology and size (excluding
very small power plants, for example PVs, installed on the customer side);

(2) The storage link operator operates each storage regardless of technology and size (excluding very
small storage, for example batteries, installed on the customer side);
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(3) The grid link operator operates the grid regardless of voltage level (excluding the customer grid).
Customers themselves are responsible for the operation of all their home elements.
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The technical/functional stage includes the conjunction of all three architecture elements in the four
fractal levels (Figure 15a)) and a standardized architecture structure encompasses the four fractal levels.
The different links communicate with each other via well-defined technical interfaces [38] “T”. This is
a detailed architecture level facilitating all technical/functional processes, which are needed to reliably
and economically operate the decentralized power system. All processes can be described by using
the unified modelling language (UML) diagrams (see Section 3.3.3). Additionally, it enables the step
into the level of management systems, i.e., the application level, to develop concrete applications, (see
details in the “Methods” section). The standardized structure of the technical/functional architecture
allows the transition to the generalized architecture level (Figure 15b), where the four fractal levels
are represented very compactly. The generalized architecture is the core of the LINK-based holistic
architecture (Figure 15c). The market surrounds it and communicates with it through the market
interfaces, “M”, by exchanging aggregated meter readings, external schedules, etc. [39]. At the holistic
level, the grid links of customer plants are removed from the generalized presentation because they are
too small to participate directly in the whole market. They may participate in the common market
through aggregators or through energy communities [71]. For the sake of privacy and cyber security, the
technical interfaces “T” are designed apart from the market interfaces “M”. The new designed holistic
architecture facilitates two operating modes: (1) Autonomous—each individual link or link bundle
operates independently by respecting the contractual arrangements with other relevant boundary
links or link bundles. All links are connected together creating a large power system; (2) autarkic or
self-sufficient—an optional operating mode, which may be applied in any link bundle that consists of at
least one grid link and one producer link or storage link as long as it is self-sufficient and self-sustaining
without any dependency on electricity imports. Restoration—an option of the autarkic operating
mode, which may be applied after a blackout during the restoration process to supply electricity
to at least the communication appliances. In order to successfully switch the operating mode from
autonomous to autarkic, a familiar resynchronization process should be established, where each grid
link has a secondary control on active and reactive power that supports the synchronization process.
Depending on the properties of the links, the resynchronization with other links may be automatic or
manual. However, resynchronization philosophies should be initially investigated to determine the
most appropriate approach.
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Operators are responsible for safe, reliable and efficient operation of the power grid at all times.
The LINK-based holistic architecture supports them to achieve these goals, facilitating the execution of
a set of functions and tasks that are encapsulated in various technical/functional operational processes,
such as: Monitoring, generation-load balance [38], voltage assessment and var management [67], static
and dynamic security [38], emergency [38], price driven demand response (see Section 3.3.3), etc. Some
applications in the context of the holistic architecture are given in the following.
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3.3.1. Compact Representation of the Control-Chain Strategy

The standardized architecture of LINK-based architecture enables a compact and clear
representation of the control strategy, which is designed as a chain net. According to Section 3.2, the
latter is conceived on the X- and Y-axes. The different units of secondary control form a chain, which is
expressed below in terms of volt/var control (VVC) chain.

The VVC chain in the X-axis extends to very HV and HV grids and is presented by the following
generalized equation:

VVCX−axis

=
{
VVSCHV

(
VoltPCHV

OLTC, var(PCorLC)HV
RD , varPCHV

G , varNgbGridLinkHV
HV,MV,LV

)} (4)

where VVSCHV calculates:

• the voltage set-point VoltPCHV
OLTC for each transformer included on the HV link grid that has an

on-load tap changer (OLTC);
• the var set point varPCHV

RD or the switch position of varLCHV
RD for all RDs connected on the HV

link grid;
• the var set point varPCHV

G for all generators connected on the HV link grid;
• the var set point varNgbGridLinkMV

MV,LV for all neighbour HV, MV or LV grid links when available.

While, the VVC chain in the Y-axis extends to HV, MV and LV grids and CP. It is presented by the
following generalized equation:

VVCY−axis =
{
VVSCHV

(
VoltPCHV

OLTC, var(PCorLC)HV
RD , varPCHV

G , varNgbGridLinkHV
HV,MV,LV

)
,

VVSCMV
(
VoltPCMV

OLTC, var(PCorLC)MV
RD , varPCMV

DG , varNgbGridLinkMV
MV,LV,LV, varCnsMV

HV

)
,

VVSCLV
(
varPCLV

RD, var(PCorLC)MV
RD , varPCLV

DG, varNgbGridLinkLV
CP , varCnsLV

MV

)
,

VVSCCP
(
varPCCP

inv, varCnsCP
LV

)}
,

(5)

where VVSCMV calculates:

• the voltage set-point VoltPCMV
OLTC for the supplying transformer and for other transformers

included on the MV link grid (e.g., 34.5 kV/11 kV, etc.) that have OLTC;
• the var set point varPCMV

RD or the switch position of varLCMV
RD for all RDs connected on the MV

link grid;
• the var set point varPCMV

DG for all DGs connected on the MV link grid;
• the var set point varNgbGridLinkMV

MV,LV for all neighbour MV or LV grid links when required, while
respecting the var constraint on the border with HV varCnsMV

HV .

VVSCLV calculates:

• the var set point varPCLV
RD for all RDs connected on LV link grid;

• the var set point varPCLV
DG for all DGs connected on LV link grid;

• the var set point varNgbGridLinkLV
CP for all neighbour CP grid links when required, while respecting

the var constraint on the border with MV varCnsLV
MV.

VVSCCP calculates:

• the var set point varPCCP
inv of the inverter connected on CP link grid; while respecting the var

constraint on the border with LV varCnsCP
LV Some practical applications of Equation (5) are shown

in Section 3.3.4 and in reference [74].
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3.3.2. Smart Grid and Market Harmonized Structures

The large-scale DER integration increases the efficiency of the power grid and helps with its
decarburization. In addition, their existence contributes to the LRM design, enabling their market-based
control, which in turn stimulates investment in the LEC areas.

The market-based control must take into account the technical behaviour of the smart grids
and support their safe reliable and resilient operation, while at the same time attracting the demand
response bids. This is illustrated below by describing the harmonization and coordination of the
market structure with the grid link arrangement, Figure 16. The implementation of LRMs requires
the creation of balancing group areas (BGA) within the whole market, the day-a-head market that
harmonizes with the grid links as follows:

• BGA is a geographical area consisting of one or more grid links with common market rules and
has the same price for imbalance in the day-a-head market. In general, a TSO grid includes one
grid link, while the grid of a DSO may include several grid links. Additionally, all grid links
included in one BGA should be operated by one DSO (not by several DSOs).

• The geographic boundaries of BGA may vary considerably and are defined by the external
boundaries of grid links contained in the BGA. Grid links may have two types of boundaries:
external and internal. The external boundaries exist between different links, which have different
owners or operators i.e., between TSO and DSO. They are subject to the data security and privacy
because of the data exchanges between two different companies. Internal interfaces are set between
different links, which have the same owner or operator, e.g., the same DSO. They are subject only
to the data security [73].

• All electricity producers, storages and consumer, that are electrically connected to the grid links
belonging to the BGA participate in the same balancing group.

• The grid link operators (GLO may be a TSO, DSO or LEC) should act as neutral market facilitators
having the responsibility to control and independently balance power flow fluctuations in their
own area and for the secure and reliable operation of the grid. Moreover, each GLO provides
ancillary services to the neighbor grid link areas to ensure the reliability of the electricity supply.
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The electricity market is thus similar to the physical reality of power flows, as neighboring grids
links are physically connected anyway and electricity always takes the shortest route from producer to
consumer—across grid links and market area boundaries. The rules and methods for LRM operation
should be in line with national policies and are therefore the subject of other studies.

The harmonized electricity market structure facilitates the introduction of the demand response
process in large scale as follows.

3.3.3. Demand Response Process

This is illustrated below by describing the process of price driven demand response. The activation
of residential, commercial and small business sectors, which join the real-time pricing demand response
through already concluded contracts, may be triggered at any time. Their degree of participation in
the demand response process may be different depending on the time of the day, duration interval,
price value, etc. In the case of a surplus of electricity in the market, the electricity price decreases. All
market participants and market operators will be notified to allow them the possibility to act on time.
Figure 17 shows the information flow during price driven demand response. This enables residential,
commercial and small business sectors to perceive transparent energy prices and to contribute in the
reliable and efficient operation of electric power systems.
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3.3.4. Conservation Voltage Reduction in MV Level

The proof of the concept is performed in the frame of the industrial research project ZUQDE
(central volt/var control in presence of DGs), Salzburg, Austria, based on one of the major entities of
power systems, the voltage [75,76]. The scope was fractal level 2 (MV), where the secondary control
link was realized by means of the volt/var control, Figure 18.
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The applied algorithm calculated the set points by respecting the constraint, which was set to the
HV/MV transformers by means of a constant cosΦ. The set points, reactive power Q and voltage, were
sent to all four “run of river” distributed generators (DG) and to the feeder head bus bar, respectively,
Figure 19. All relevant generators were upgraded along with the primary control, thus building up the
producer component. All distributed transformers were modelled loads. As a result, the voltage in the
Lungau region was automatically controlled and the grid was dynamically optimized in real time for
more than one year.

VVCY−axis =
{
VVSCMV

(
VoltPCMV

OLTC, varPCMV
DG , cos(ϕ)CnsMV

HV

)}
(6)
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The voltages, power and current during the CVR switching process are shown in Figure 20.
The snapshot is made on the SCADA system of the control center. The curves of voltage in one of the
30 kV bus bars and of the active, measured on the supplying transformer level, are highlighted.

Significant in the consideration are the curves shown in blue, green and yellow. The blue curve
shows the voltage set point on the 30 kV side of the supplying transformer. At 10:18 a.m., the VVC set
in the CVR mode calculated new set points for the 30 kV bus voltage calculated new set points for
the 30 kV bus voltage and the reactive power of DGs. The voltage set point changed from 31.7 kV to
30.5 kV. This corresponds to an adjustment of the on-load tap changer by two steps. The green curve
shows the measured voltage on the 30 kV bus bar. Due to the reaction time of the OLTC, the new
voltage set point was reached after about one minute. The yellow curve shows the active power, which
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decreases from 19.9 MW to 19.0 MW. This corresponds to a reduction of the active power by 4.7%. The
light blue or turquoise curve shows that the voltage reduction results in a slight increase of the current.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 20 of 24 
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4. Conclusions

The definition of the architectural paradigm LINK is finally validated by the fractal analysis:
It consists of unique and independent elements that avoid misinterpretation or the need for any
changes in its definition. Its use allows the convergence of the results of various scientific works and
the implementation of smart grids on a large scale.

The fractal analysis is a suitable instrument for characterizing the heterogeneity of the smart grid
structure, as it is capable of characterizing the spatial differences within the smart grid. Based on
fractal analysis, two fractal anomalies are identified in the existing power system structure. Firstly,
1:1 transformers with voltage control capability are missing in fractal level 4. Their presence could
contribute to increased energy savings, which is a key objective under actual climatic conditions.
However, fundamental studies are needed to assess this change in the current power grid structure.
Secondly, reactive devices are missing in fractal level 3. Studies have shown that eliminating this
anomaly produces essential benefits. The fractal dimension analysis indicates that to realize smart
grids, the highest global resources should be provided for the development and purchase of electrical
devices, followed by a continuous reduction in resources for CPs, LV and MV up to the lowest resource
allocation for the HV level.

The LINK-based holistic architecture reflects the principles of the fractal. Repeating the same
structures in ever smaller dimensions greatly improves the practical relevance of the LINK solution.
The compact and clear representation of the control strategy, which is designed as a chain net, is
straightforward und understandable for every electrical engineer. The LINK-based holistic architecture
considers the entire power system from high, medium and low voltage levels, including customer
plants and the market. It facilitates the description of all power system operation processes such as
load-generation balance, voltage assessment, dynamic security processes, etc. It enables the large-scale
DER implementation, respecting data privacy and minimizing cyber security risks. The new market
structure harmonizes with the grid link arrangement, facilitating the demand response process.
The CVR process is also easy to implement.
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The realization of significant processes required for the operation of smart grids, such as demand
response and load/generation balance need further investigation to show the effectiveness using the
proposed architectural LINK-paradigm.
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